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The Evolutionary Space Platform Concept Study encompassed a 10-month effort to
define, evaluate and compare approaches and concepts for evolving unmanned and
manned capability platforms beyond the current Space Platform concepts to an
evolutionary goal of establishing a permanent-manned presence in space,
The study included three parts:
Part A - Special emphasis trade studies on the current unmanned
SASP concept
Part B - Assessment of manned platform concepts
Part C - Uti':iiy analysis of a manned space platform for defense-
related missions
In Part A, (covered in this Volume IIA) special emphasis trade studies were
performed on several design and operational issues which surfaced during the
^ previous SASP Conceptual Design Study (reference: MDC G9246, October 1980) and
required additional studies to validate the suggested approach for an evolution
of an unmanned platform. Studies conducted included innovative basic concepts,
image motion compEl,isation study and platform dynamic analysis.
The major emphasis of the study was in Part B, which investigated and assessed
logical, cost-effective steps in the evolution of manned space platforms.
Tasks included the analysis of requirements for a manned space platform,
identifying alternative concepts, performing system analysis and definition of
the concepts, comparing the concepts and performing programmatic analysis for a
reference concept.
The Part C study, sponsored by the Air Force Space Division (AFSO), determined
the utility of a manned space platform for defense-related missions. Requests
for information regarding the results of Part C should be directed to Lt. Lila
Humphries, AFSD.
P
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10The study results from Parts A and B are reported in these volumes:
Volume I	
- Executive Summary
Volume II - Part A - SASP Special Emphasis Trade Studies
Volume II - Part B - Manned Space Platform Concepts
Volume III - Programmatics for Manned Space Platform Concepts
Questions regarding this report should be directed to:
Claude C. (Pete) Priest
NASA/George C. Marshall Space Flight Center,`PFO1
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL, 35812
(205) 453-0413
or
Fritz C. Runge, Study Mana9er
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company
5301 Bolsa Avenue
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
( 71 ,4) 895-3275
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INTRODUCTION
The recent launches of the Space Shuttle and the anticipated operation of the
Space'lab in the near future are bringing new capabilities to the science and
applications communities to accomplish missions in space. These new systems
will facilitate the launch, retrieval, refurbishment and reflight of
scientific payloads. While the Spacelab sortie-mode of operation will
continue to be an important tool for the science and applications users,
efforts are also in progress to define an approach to provide a simple and
cost-effective solution to the ,problem of long-duration space flight. This
approach involves a Space Platform in low earth orbit, which can be tended by
the Space Shuttle and which will provide, for extended periods of time,
stability, utilities and access for a variety of ► r eplaceable payloads.
This study addressed the feasibility of an evolutionary space system which
would cost-effectively support unmanned or manned payloads in groups, using a
Space Platform which provides centralized basic -subsystem- * as shown in
Figure I-1 below. This document specifically addresses only the unmanned
platform shown.
Figure I-1
EVOLUTIONARY SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
SPACE PLATFORMS
► 4
F
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The Space Platform may be replicated for use in other orbits and for
dedicated or multi-discipline missions. 	 This growth platform is called the
Science and Application 	 Space Platform (SASP) and is the subject of this
report.	 The addition of a pressurized module to the Space Platform will
provide a manned orbital system.	 TIPJs system is called the Manned Space Plat-
form (MSP) and is described in Volume II, Part 8 of this report.	 The addition
F
a
of extended arms to the Space Platform will enhance the capability by
increasing the number of experiment pallets which can be docked to the platform,
by providing a greater payload separation for enhanced viewing, and by
providing for the accommodation of large facility-class payloads.
The previous SASP Conceptual Design Study (Reference MDC G9246, October 1980)
r
defined a concept for providing this enhanced, multi-payload, capability.
s	 Several design and operational issues surfaced during this past study which 9
required additional analysis to validate the suggested approach for an evolu-
tion of an unmanned platform.	 The objective of this study task (Part A) was to
perform these special emphasis trade studies in the areas of (1) innovative
basic concepts, (2) image motion compensation and (3) platform dynamics.
Section 1.1 describes the results of the innovative basic SASP concept study
which reviewed, once more "from scratch," the basic configuration options for
`.	 satisfying the multiplicity of payload and system requirements.
	 Here such
innovative options as double gimballing, tethering, more congregation, more
_	 dispersal, manned-access sections, etc., were reviewed with an eye towards the
possible improvement to payload accommodations.
	
Section 1.2 describes the
results of the analysis conducted to investigate the critical relationships
between high-accuracy pointing payloads and the platform dynamics and thek;	 p	 Y
intermediary role of instrument pointing systems.
	 This was a important
investigation since there are many high-accuracy pointing payloads in the list
of potential platform users.
	 Section 1.3 presents the results of a continued
F
analysis of the structural dynamics of the SASP concept.
	 The analysis included
`	 modeling the prospects of a three-arm configuration, as a sequel to the two-arm
analysis performed in the prior study. 	 In addition, the potential benefits of
selectively-placed dampers were analyzed.-
	 Again, here the dynamics of the
platform were analyzed in greater depth because of the importance of such
information to the high-accuracy pointing group of potential payloads.
.r
This study was performed by the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company (MDAC)
under a $300400 contract (NAS8-33592) with NASA/George C. Marshall Space
Flight Center, from May 1981 through February 1982, Although a significant
effort was devoted to the unmanned platform ($50,000), the primary emphasis
was on the manned platform ($250400). This study constituted a follow-on to
one preceding wherein the unmanned platform was emphasized and only a manned
adapter module was defined.
The advent of the Shuttle permits the placement and periodic revisitation of
space platforms which will cost-effectively fulfill the needs of many payloads.
For unmanned payloads, this new movie of flight reaps economics when compared
with the provision of individual spacecraft for each payload. For manned
payloads, the Space Platform provides a convenient orbital base for the
berthing and support of crew habitation modules to support the many payloads
which require long-term crew i tsv#V l vement.
For both types of payloads the use of one common space platform affords many
cost and efficiency advantages. Particularly in the work of manned missions,
the primary subject of this study, the Space Platform permits the provision of
long -term manned payload operations in low earth orbit as a sequel and
expansion of major dimension to the short, seven-day Spacelab flights on the
Shuttle.
Although the worlds of unmanned and manned space mi-;sions are broadly
different, they do show two major common needs, namely: (1) the same types of
subsystem resources (power, thermal control, communications and data handling,
attitude control and reboost propulsion) and (2) innovative ways to offset the
burdensome problem offunding constraints. The Space Platform provides an
integrated solution to these common needs by providing a common, multi-payload
carrier with extensive utilities, plus a traffic reduction advantage to the
Shuttle and TDRSS through payload congregation at one orbit location.
0
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Figure r-2 defines the broad objectives of each Subtask and Figure I-3 lists
the general cunclusiows of this activity.
The Appendixes provide a list of references (Appendix A) and a list of
acronyms and abbreviations used in the document (Appendix 6).
Figure I-2
UNMANNED PLATFORM STUDIES
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TASK A
n Innovative SASP Concepts (Subtask A.1)
• Arm Concepts Description/Rationale
• Viewing, Pointing, Dynamics and Control
• Magnetic Arm Coupling
• Tethered Satellites
n image Motion Compensation Study (Subtask A.2)
• SP, APS and IMC Capabilities
• SP Accommodation of SIRTF with No APS
1 Platform Dynamics Analyses (Subtask A.3)
• Configurations
• Damping Discussion
• Results/Further Work Recommendations
Figure 1-3
SUMMARY
N Previously Recommended 2nd Order SASP Concept Still
Conso ldered Sest Approach
n Morse integration, More Dispersal, Double Gimballing, Tethers,
lWanned-Access Elements Evaluated; Pros [did Not Offset
Cons
n Many Fine Pointing Payloads Stability Requirements Can Se
Met Without an ..APS
0 Coarse Gimballing Capability is Operationally Desirable for
Pointing Pay1cads
a Structural Dynamics Now Better Understood; Localized
z Dampers Can Provide Significant System Damping
v
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The task flow of the overall study including Task A (Unmanned Platform) and
Task B (Manned Platform) is shown in Figure 1-4o	 Note that only the $50,000
Unmanned Platform part (Task A) of the study is covered in this document.
Figure 1-4
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SASP (UNMANNED PLATFORM) SPE CIAL. EMPHASIS TRADE STUDIES (TASK A)
y
This task is a continuation of effort performed on the prior study which
addressed primarily the accommodation of unmanned payloads on the space
platform as pictured below in Figure 1-1
v
MOF POOR QUALITY
11.1 INNOVATIVE BASIC SASP CONCEPTS
As an expansion o'.' the SASP concept configuration activities, innovative
concepts were evaluated to assure that the basic selected SASP accommodated
payloads as well as possible and in a cost-effective manner. The following
concepts integrate and/or reshape the combined Power System/Second Order (Long
arm) Platform in an attempt to provide greater system effectiveness.
Dual-purpose Arms/Over and Under (payloads and solar panels)
• Gravity Gradient - Double Ender Arms (1.1.1.2)
Dual-purpose Arms/End-to-End (1.1.1.3)
• Integrated PS/SASP Deployed Solar Array Concepts (1.1.1.4)
Integrated PS/SASP - Double Gir,balled Solar Array Concepts (1.1.1.5)
• Integrated PS/SASP - Spacelab-derived PS (1.1.1.6)
• Second Order SASP - Double Gimbal PS Concept (1.1.1.7)
* Tethered Payload Conce pt (1.1.3)
Figure 1.1-1 shows a task flaw for this portion of the study. Table 1.1-1
shows a summary of the goals of the SASP concept. These goals were used as
^'•,	 inputs when inventing the various configurations discussed below.
Figure 1_.1-1
VFK49UN
TASK A.1 INNOVATIVE SASP CONCEPTS
)& A-
+il
!1Inputs
n Reference
Space
Platform
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Design
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• •.	 Desiysis
n Desirable
Characteristics
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• Design
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• Concepts
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• Recommended
Platform
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Evaluation
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SASP CONFIGURATION GOALS
n Centralize Services to Payloads
• Minimize Payload-to-Payload and SASP-to-Payload
Interference
• Motion Disturbance
• Viewing Field-of-View Obstruction
• Electromagnetic Conic-
• Particle Contamination
• Operational
• Minimize Cost/Complexity of SASP Concept
1.1.1 Alternati ve Concepts
1.1.1.1 Dual-purpose Arms/Over and Under (Payloads and Solar Panels) 	 i
The over/under concept shown in Figure 1.1.1-1 is an attempt to-make maximum
use of the platform structural beams. Each of the (Y) axis payload beams are
mounted on the Power System in the location normally used for the solar array
mechanism. The solar arrays are mounted to the underside of the structure
with payloads mounted to the upper surface. Each (Y) axis beam would rotate
+180 0 around the (Y) axis. The (X) axis payload is mounted to a section of
deployable structure deployed to provide maximum payload separation. The (X)
axis beam also provides +1800 rotation.
1
Rotation of the payloads mounted on the (Y) axis arms may place the solar
arrays in a position restricting power output or if the solar arrays are
placed in a maximum power position, the payloads may be restricted. Asa
result; the concept does not appear feasible.
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Figure 1,1.1-1
INNOVATIVE SASP CONCEPTS
Into rated Concept
LUvor-Undmr)
1,1 .1 .2.1 Double Platform Concept - The gravity gradient, double platform
concept shown in Figure 1.1.1-2 is an attempt to separate the solar viewing 	 A
payloads 
in 
a, manner that would remove obstructions caused by the solar arrays
and/or other non-solar payloads. The configuration is a basic Power System/
Second Order SASP with a modified platform mounted on the PS (-X) berthing
port. The reboost module is relocated from the PS to the forward port of the
(-X) platforin. The forward mounted platform provides +180 0 rotation in both
Y axis and the X axis thereby providing full coverage for any solar-oriented
payload. The power system shown is unchanged from the basic PS/SASP configura-
tion.
Although the concept is referred to as a gravity gradient configuration, it
could fly in other orientations if payload requirements dictate.
The major disadvantage of this concept is the need for multiple launches to
assemble the total platform plus multiple berthing operations to place various
payload ports within the RMS reach envelope.
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Figure 1.1.1-2
PSISECOND ORDER SASP -- 	 VFM i64N	 l
GRAVITY GRADIENT CONCEPTS
Double Platform
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1.1.1.2.2 Cruciform Concept - The cruciforl;i configuration shown in
Figure 1.1.1-2 is also an attempt to separate the payloads for improved viewing.
Four payload support beams are rotated into position and deployed. The total
assembly is deployed from the power system to provide maximum clearance between
solar array and payload. The cruciform platform could be sized to package in
one Orbiter launch. The power system shown has been modified to remove (+Y)
axis payload berthing provisions.
Again, the concept is referred to as a gravity gradient configuration; however,
it could fly in other orientations.
t
1.1.1.2.3 Booaj Stabilized Concept - The boom stabilized concept, shown in
Figure 1.1.1-3, is a gravity gradient configuration attempting to minimize
.
control system requirements and provide maximum payload separation. The
concept incorporates two SASP-type platforms each incorporating deployable
`	 structure to separate ,payloads from the power system. Each platform
fi
^	 s
1	 r.
i	 10
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Figure 1.1.1-3
INNOVATIVE SASP CONCEPTS
ORBITER
.BIRTH
r,
lteop AMC'
1180° ORBITER
BERTH
BOO
Stabilized Concept
incorporates two arms for payloads with ±180 0 rotation. The PS is revised to
remove the (0) axis berthing ports and to remove the radiator in favor of the
platform's structure. The radiators are added to the solar array box
structure and deployed 90 0 to the solar array away from the power system.
As was the case in other gravity gradient concepts, size requirements of the
platform's arms, may prohibit packaging within the cargo bay limitations; if
so, multiple launches would be required thereby reducing the effectiveness of
P
such.a concept.
1-.1.1.3 Dual-purpose Arms/End-to-End 	 fi
1.1.1.3-1 Solar Panels Inboard, Payloads Outboard Concept - The dual-purpose
arms with the solar panels inboard and the payloads outboard, as shown in
Figure 1.1.1.3-1,is another attempt to make maximum use of the platform's
payload beams. The solar arrays would be mounted to the arms inboard next to
the PS to reduce service lines from the solar array blankets to the subsystem
components. The arrays would deploy as the arm deployed.
r
a
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Figure 1.1.1,3-1
'INNOVATIVE SASP CONCEPTS I
Dual-Purpose Arms
End-to-End
solar panels inboard
The size of the solar arrays required to provide adequate power would
necessitate incorporating a payload bean requiring multiple launches to
assemble. In addition, multiple berthing operations would be required to 	 1
place payloads within the RMS envelop,. As a result, the concept does not
appear cost effective.
1.1.1.3.2 Solar Panels Outboard, Payloads Inboard Concept - The integrated
concept with the solar arrays mounted on the end of the payload support beam,
as shown in Figure 1.1.1.3-2, makes maximum use of the beam. Two payloads can
`
	
	
be berthed to each arm viewing in opposite directions with +180 0 rotation,
End mounting of the solar array provides minimum obstruction for the payloads
and provides opportunity to independently drive the solar array. The arms are
rotated into position and deployed to provide maximum clearance between
payload and power system.
Packaging limitations of the Orbiter cargo bay may require multiple launches
to assemble the concept; if so, the configuration becomes less desirable and
less cost-effective. As a result, the configuration does not appear feasible.
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Figure 1.1.1.3-2
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1,1.1.4 Integrated PS/SASP-deployed Solar Array Concepts
1.1.1.4.1 +Z Deployment Concept - The (+Z) concept, shown in Figure 1.1.1.4-1,
integrates the platform payload arms with the power system and deploys the
solar array to a position to minimize obstructing payload viewing.
It
qt
}k
The power system radiator is removed in favor of a boom-mounted array system.
The boom rotates into the +Z axis and deploys the array. Radiators are
mounted to the array box structure and are deployed 90 0 from the array surface.
The (±Y) axis payload arms are rotated into position and deployed to provide
maximum separation.. The aft beam is deployed in the +X direction. Each arm
has +100 0 rotation.
k	 It appears the system could be sized to package in the Orbiter cargo bay andk
be placed on-orbit in one launch. However, the concept requires a major
k	 reconfiguration of the power system with minor or no improvement in the
payload viewing. Also, multiple Orbiter berthing operations may be required
s
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Figure 1.1.1.4-1
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to place payloads with R; IS envelope. As a result, the confi guration does nct
appear cost-effective.
1.1.1.4.2 +Y Deployment Concept - This concept, shown in Figure 1.1.1.4-1_,
incorporates two Y axis arms and a +X arm mounted on the aft end of an
elongated power system/SASP equipment section. The solar arrays are mounted
at mid-body on telescoping booms sized to provide maximum separation.
Radiators are mounted on the array box structure and deployed 90° to maintain
an edge on orientation with the sun.
The configuration shown provides improved viewing; however, it may not
package as an integral unit in a single launch. Also, it appears that
multiple Orbiter berthing will be required or an onboard manipulator will be
required to service and exchange payloads. If these are characteristic of
this concept, it appears that deploying the solar array away from the PS is
not cost-effective.
.d
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1.1.1.5 Integrated PS/SASP - Double Gimbal Solar Array Concepts
1.1.1.5.1 Separated PS Concept - The separated power system concept, shown in
Figure 1.1.1.5-19 divides the power system into two functional sections:
(1) Power System/SASP Subsystem section and (2) Solar Array/Radiator Control
section. The two sections are joined by a section of deployable structure
approximately 1.0 meter square. The PS/SASP subsystem section incorporates
the three payload support beams each with +180 0 rotation. Also, the Orbiter
interface berthing system is incorporated on this section.
The Solar Array/Radiator Control section houses the components required to
support these two systems and in addition, incorporates the reboost module.
A gimbal mechanism is incorporated to provide X axis gimballing as well as Y
axis gimballing of the solar array. The radiator system shown is a dual
sytttem which provides adequate coolin g regardless of orientation; also if
required, the radiator could also be rotated. These additional gimbals
enable the solar array to provide max power for max orbit time; also,
Figure 1.1.1.5-1
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separating the solar array from the payload section enables the array to
provide full power during payload interchange, if desired.
The system appears feasible for packaging as an integrated system and delivery
in one launch.
r
1.1.1.5.2 Pressurized PS - Unmanned Concept - The unmanned pressurized power
system with a double gimbal solar array, shown in Figure 1.1.1.5-1, again
divides the power system into two functional sections. The two sections are.
(1) Pressurized Equipment section and (2) Solar Array Control section. The
two sections are separated by a deployable structural beam approximately 1.0
meter square. The, radiator is mounted between the two sections on a fixed
portion of the deployable beam.
The pressurized equipment section houses all the P$ subsystem components in a
controlled environment which offers the opportunity of servicing the PS in a
shirtsleeve environment. The section also incorporates four payload berthing
beams, each with ±180 0 rotation. Orbiter berthing directly to the pressurized
section provides direct IVA access from the Orbiter to the PS. The Solar
Array Control section incorporates the equipment necessary to control the
orientation of the solar panels as dictated by the payload requirements. A
gimbal system enables the entire assembly to be rotated *180 0 about the X axis.
kotation is also incorporated for the radiator system to maintain edge-on-to-
sun orientation.
The configuration shown is an on-orbit aS^'embly concept rather than an inte-
grated system. The payload berthing arms would be assembled to the pressurized
section after removal from the cargo bay using the Orbiter RMS. It may be
pnssible for the beams to be sized in order that all units of the configuration
could be launched in one Orbiter flight. The size of the payload beams depends
on the payloads to be accommodated and may require a separate flight. However,
it may be possible to deliver each arm with the payload it will support thereby
making the vehicle system effective.
n^
t
R^ J
C
1.1,1.5.3 Pressurized PS - Manned Concept - The pressurizable PS/SASP enables
the platforms to be manned without an on-orbit reconfiguration. The manned
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concept, shown in Figure l,l,l.5-1, incorporates an airlock/adapter module
+	 A
R
	
	 which }interfaces with the PS/SASP and the Orbiter, thus allowing shirtsleeve
transfer between all rodules of the platform. A Spacelab-deri v ed habitability/
payload module is added to accommodate a crew of three or four. Other modules
could be added to the adapter with minimum obstruction of external, beam-
mounted experiments.
1,1.1.6 Integrated PS/SASP - Spacelab-derived PS
1.1.1.6.1 PS/SASP - Unmanned Concept - The unmanned Spacelab-derived PS/SASP,
shown in Figure 1,1,1.6-'I, incorporates a Spacelab for the PS equipment
section, a deployed Solar Array/Radiator Control section and the SASP equip-
ment section/IVA access module. The SASP equipment section incorporates
berthing provisions for three payload arms, Orbiter interface, one selected
experiment module and the PS interface. Each of the payload arms are
deployabl e
 
NJ J the s uM4CZ1 ► C that JCpQ f a ltCS tine. Sola r Array' Radiator section
from the PS pressurized equipment section. Two axis gimbal is provided for the
solar array and single axis gimballing is provided for the radiator.
Figure 1.1,1,6-1
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It appears that all elements of this configuration could be launched as an
integral unit in one launch. Sizing of the SASP equipment section/access
	 1
module and payload arms will depend on the nature of the payloads. However,
the concept does appear feasible and provides the opportunity to incorporate
developed hardware for a major element of the PS.
1.1.1.6.2 PS/SASP - Manned Concept - Man is added to the PS/SASP, as shown
in Figure 1.1.1,6-1, with minor reconfiguration of the platform. The trail
arm can be repositioned as shown, or returned, thus making the (-Z) port
available for logistics, etc. The manned module is adders to the SASP equip -
ment section/access module while the access module is berthed to the Orbiter.
Development of the access module on the initial unmanned configuration permits
its use as a building block element for future growth considerations.
1.1.1.7 Second Order SASP - Double Gimbal PS Concept
The second order SASP, shown in Figure 1.1.1.7-1, is an attempt to improve the
PS power output to the payloads with a double gimbal solar array.
Figure 1.1.1.7-1
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Addition of a mid-body gimbal enables the solar array to track the sun regard-
less of orbital	 inclination or attitude, resulting in max power for a longer
period of time.	 As a result, the PS/SASP could accommodate any payload and/or
orbital position from a power viewpoint,
Table 1.1.1.7-1	 summarizes the pros and cons described in the previous
paragraphs.
'fable 1.1.1.7-1
INNOVATIVE SASP
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INNOVAT IV E SASP
CONCEPTS EVALUATION (CONT'D)
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CONCEPTS EVALUATION (CONT'D)
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1.1.2	 Viewing, Pointing and Stability and Control Considerations
Several alternate SASP configurations have been defined above and certain of
their characteristics and potential benefits have been noted. 	 This section
summarizes some of the viewing, pointing and stability and control charac-
teristics of the alternate configurations. 	 The alternatives range from
variations to the baseline platform standoff structures to magnetic ,joint
payload coupling and tethered payload coupling. 	 The configuration alterna-
tives can be divided into several groupings as follows:
e	 Gravity gradient concepts which assume a local vertical orientation.
. e	 Integrated concepts which integrate the solar arrays t radiator and
payloads on the same standoff structures.
•	 Double-gimballed Space Platform concepts which
	
add a second solar
array gimbal in the body of the Space Platform.
e	 Magnetic Joint connecting the payload to the Space Platform for
disturbance isolation.
e	 Tethered payload connection to the Space Platform for disturbance
isolation and viewing obstruction minimization.
Table 1.1.2-1 provides comments on the alternative configurations from a
viewing, pointing, and stability and control viewpoint. 	 The gravity gradient
concepts (Figure 1.1.2-1 and the "Boom Stabilized," Figure 1.1.2-2)	 have a lot
of flexibility with respect to payload viewing because of the multiple
rotating payload arms which maximize payload independence. 	 The independently
rotating arms could generate motion disturbances on each other and further
analysis is required to define the extent of the problems (as with the base-
line SASP configurations).
	 Gravity gradient (local-vertical) orientations
F would be with the solar array long axis perpendicular-to-the-orbit-plane (POP)
during low Beta angle operations and in-the-orbit-plane (IOP) for high Beta
IC angle operations.	 Mid-Beta angle operations would reduce power/thermal
subsystem capabilities unless an inertial orientation could be maintained. 	 A
body lung-axis POP inertial orientation would likely be possible with the
` reference Space Platform ACS sizing for mid-Beta angle operations.	 The
Cruciform and Boom Stabilized configurations have the most potential for
inertial orientations because of the potential mass distribution in the plane
of the radiator which can offset the solar array gravity gradient disturbances.
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Figures 1.1.2-2 and -3 show configurations with the solar arrays and payload
mounting arms integrated and solar arrays and thermal radiator structures
integrated. These configurations improve viewing potential by moving the
solar arrays and/or radiator further from payloads relative to the SASP. The
over-under and +? Deployment configurations have potentially large aerodynamic
4	 disturbances because of the large distances between the solar array center of
`	 pressure and the center of mass. The End Mounted Arrays and +Y Axis Deploy-
ment configurations have very large moments of inertia about two axes which,
E	 can result in very large gravity gradient disturbances. The large aerodynamic
and gravity gradient disturbances would result in orientation constraints and/
or increased CMG sizing requirements. The long appendages of these confiaura-
€	
tions would Likely lead to low frequency structural dynamics relative to SASP
which could degrade Apace Platform pointing performance and/or the performance
of payload poi nti ng systems.
_s
Figure 1.1.2-3
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The configurations shown on Figures 1.1,2 .4 and -5 integrate the solar arrays^.
and radiator on the same structure and offsets them from the main body of the
Space Platform.
	
The configurations include a solar array double gimbal capa-
bility relative to the payloads and equipment section. 	 Because of their large
dimensions, these configurations have potentially large aerodynamic and
gravity gradient disturbance torques and the attendant problems mentioned
M	
' above.	 The double gimbal solar array capability allows the solar array and
radiator to operate at full capability while the payload end of the vehicle
orients itself as desired.	 There are orientation limitations, however,
because the solar array/radiator assembly generates a major portion of the
gravity gradient bias torques and so their orientation is not orbitory with
respect to.CMG sizing.
	
The double gimbal concept is more beneficial when the
solar array contribution to the whole vehicle inertia is a lower fraction.
The relative size of the Space Platform solar arrays to the rest of the vehicle
is larger than on most previously studied large satellites. 	 The presence of ,w
men on the manned configurations produces motion disturbances which may not be
acceptable to fine pointing payloads.
Figure 1.1.2-4
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Figure: 1.1.2-5
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Another double gimballed solar array approach is shown on Figure 1.1.2-6.
This is a more compact configuration than discussed above and has approximately
the same viewing, pointing and control characteristics as the second order
SASP. Some vir_wing improvement might result when the solar arrays are in the
vertical position (as shown on the right side of Figure 1.1.2-6). A signifi-
cant fraction of the Soace Platform moment of inertia is being gimballed so
dynamic disturbance and the gravity gradient disturbances associated with the
gimballed part of the platform may be significant.
Two methods for isolating the payloads from Space Platform disturbances were
considered; magnetically suspended joints and tether-connected payloads. The
tether approach is discussed in Section 1.1.3. Figure 1.1.2-7 has two
magnetic suspension concepts, both being ;pursued by Sperry. The magnetic
points suspend the payload using active magnetic force/torque con,.roI so tha
no mechanical contact exists between the payload and the Space Platform.
There is a six degree-of-freedom isolation for small relative motions. Since
the suspension is actively controlled, the effective joint compliances and
4
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Figure 1.1.2-6
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rdamping can be adjusted and could potentially be adjusted to fit varying
payload requirements or even adjusted on orbit to maximize payload isolation
based on on-orbit data. The magnetic suspension joints have the potential
for very good pointing stability performance and could possibly reduce
payload/experiment pointing system/image motion compensation system
formance requirements.
The left (Figure 1.1.2-7) magnetic suspension concept has a ball-joint
character and can allow for rather large (30 0 half-cone angle) motions. The
Vernier magnetic joint concept (righ,t-hand side of Figure 1.1.2-7) is based
on the Sperry/Langley Annular Suspension Pointing System (ASPS) concept. The
ball-joint concept is expected to be prototyped during the next year, While
the ASPS Vernier joint engineering model is currently operating successfully.
The ball-joint concept is potnetially simpler to mechanize and has more
appiications potential because of its angular motion range and its adjustable
compliance and damping potential. Optical data transfer across a magnetic
joint has been proven up to a 30 megabits/sec rate. Ironless transformer-
coupled power transfer across a magnetic joint is to be verified next year to
a 5 kW capability.
1.1.3 Tethered Space Platform Configuration
1.1.3.1 Rationale for a Tethered Space Platform Concept
The platform concepts discussed elsewhere in this report are relatively rigid
vehicles. The mechanical couplings between the experiments/payloads and the
core satellite are relatively lightweight and easily deployable structures.
The whole configuration is relatively compact. Phis compactness leads to a
certain amount of payload-to- payload and care satellite-to-payload interaction/
interference.. This interaction/interference takes the form of invasion of
field-of-views, chemical contamination, electromagnetic interference and
dynamic motion disturbance.
n
An alternate approach to the Space Platform is to allow the payloads to be
relatively free of the core central services satellite mechanically. The
mechanical connection could< be through taut tethers, loose tethers (leashes)
or mechanically unconnected but flying in a kind of dynamic formation. The
P	 MIr`
payloads in these tethered concepts could be relatively distant from each
other and so minimize interferences/interactions. From a military viewpoint',
the distributed tether concept may be advantageous because of decreased
vulnerability to attach.
These are negative aspects to the tethered configurations, of course, mostly
relating to the operational and dynamic motion complexities and uncertainties.
Also, the relative isolation of each payload, while reducing undesirable
interactions, tends to complicate the desirable connections with the core
central service satellite such as centralized electrical power, thermal
control, communication, command, computing, attitude control, orbit-keeping
and data processing. Reference 1 addresses the tethered satellite concept in
some detail and even proposes an alternative to the current Space Platform
concept. These tethered/loosely-connected payload concepts appear to have
some definite advantages but do not eau-em to have the near-tefif feasibility of
the current, relatively simple Space Platform concepts. The tethered/loosely-
connected payload concepts can be thought of as a middle ground between free-
flying payloads and the current Space Platform concepts.
1.1.3.2 Tethered Space Platform Characteristics
Some kind of tethering is required to assure that 'the platform payloads stay
relatively close to the core satellite. Aerodynamic drag, solar wind and
pressure, and gravitational disturbances due to the moon, sun, etc., will
eventually disperse a platform group unless some positive configuration-
maintaining forces are applied. Tethers can supply these forces either
continuously (taut tethers) or periodically (loose or leash tethers). In the
leash concept the configuration would he dynamic but could be made cyclic
rather than random in nature. The taut tether approach leads to a quasi
rigid spacecraft which maintains its configuration.
The tether can be considered a structural member which is stiff in tension
and fiery weak in compression, bending and torsion. As discussed in
Reference 1, tethered configurations can be maintained "rigid" in a single
e	 line (1D), a plane (2D) or three-dimensionally (3D) by utilizing gravity	 is
gradient and centripetal acceleration approaches. Figures 1.1.3.2-1, -2 and M3,	 r
show examples. A "momentum tether" is also defined which has the effect of
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giving the tether a resistance to compression forces (included in
Figure 1.1.3.2-2). The tether strength requirements are quite small. "Fish-
line"-strength tethers could handle the static requirements for satellites
with masses of over 10,000 kg. Dynamic strength requirements associated with
docking and payload exchange are not easily defined.
Gravity gradient effects are utilized to keep the tethers taut which means the
tethered platform group maintains a local vertical-type orientation. The 2D
and 3D configurations also require rotation about the vertical axis or
"momentum tethers" to maintain the configuration in a stable manner. These
orientation constraints could complicate some payload operations.
The effective acceleration away from the center of mass (c.m.) of the taut
tethered configuration is proportional to the distance above or below and
out of the orbit plane from the configuration c.m. (to a first-order approxi-
ma±ion). The acceleration magnitude is constant and the tethers generate the
forces which accelerate (relative to a free orbit) the platform components to
keep -the configuration constant. These effective accelerations can disturb{
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payloads requiring a low-g environment. The proposed platform configuration
in Reference 1 (Figure 1.1.3.2-1) had tethers of up to 15 Km long. The
effective g-level for Payload 5 (Figure 1.1.3.2»2) is about 7 X 10" 3 g's
which is unacceptable for most "low-g" payloads which require as low as 10"5
g's. A solution would be to put the low-g payloads on tethers holding them at
the configuration c,m. or to place the low-g payload ahead or trailing the
configuration c.m. (e.g,, at the altitude of the c m, for a circular urbit).
Another solution would be to use a loose leash approach during operation of
low-g payloads.
The taut tether approach doesn't completely remove the inter payload dynamic
motion disturbance problem associated with the current rigid Space Platform.
The tether lines transmit forces from platform component-to-platform component.
The tether lines could be quite flexible (elastic) tohich would effectively
isolate the payloads dynamically with a very low frequency structure which
would alternate all but very low frequency disturbances. Loose leash tethers
maximize the dynamic isolation.
Loose tethered or leash concepts result in dynamic configurations. The
majority of time, the leashes are loose but periodically the leashes would be
tightened to restore or constrain the configuration. While the leashes are
loose, the payloads and core (central services) satellite travel in their own
orbits. Satellites in the same orbit but trailing or leading each other
maintain the same relative spacing except for long-term drift effects as
mentioned earlier. Satellites in orbits with the same period but different
inclinations and/or eccentricities and/or semi-major axes vectors move rela-
tive to each other during each orbit. The relative motion is cyclic with each
orbit except for the long-term drift effects.
'	 1,1.3.3 Tethered Platform Design Considerations
k	 One of the prime tethered platform design considerations is the characteristic
size of the configuration.
	
The larger the configuration, the further the
lr
	
	
platform elements can be separated which minimizes viewing obstructions and
probably higher frequency dynamic motion coupling problems. Larger configura-
tions complicate the distribution of services, however. After the character-
istic size is determined, the configuration form mufit be defined. That is, 1'D,
i
ra
a
a
..r
2a or 30 shape, loose or taut tethers and location of h l tf 1 t
The platform defined in Reference 1 (Figure 1.1.3.2.2
with a 30 km diameter. Momentum tethers were used to
the orbit path direction and normal (tension tethers)
centrifugal acceleration effects were used to provide
orbital radius and perpendicular to the orbit plane.
for very good unobstructed view potential.
Along with configuration definition, an operational plan musk be designed.
Significant operations include:
• launch vehicle docking (e.g., Space Shuttle) and
• payload exchange and repair/waintenance
Since configuration-maintaining forces are small relative to the masses
involved, docking and payload exchange operations could result in large
configuration relative motion disturbance and large loads in the tethers
relative to normal operations.
Distribution of services must be considered. Services include:
e electrical power
• command, data processing and communication
e attitvde control
• orbit-keeping
An additional service which would be significant for a tethered platform is
configuration control. The real-time controlling of tether tensions for
nominal operations and deploying and retracting payloads will likely be very
ks
	
	
complex. The trade studies used to define the serg ices provided to the
payloads and ^j the payloads would possibly be mu:h different for the tethered
platform than for the current rigid platform. For !example, providing thermal
control doesn't seem reasonable at this time. Data links could use multi-
plexed wire, fiber optic or RF technology. Attitude control would be
relatively hard 'to provide though multiple tethers to each payload possibly
could be usid to control payload attitude. Providing large power to a payload
coulda uire large wiring
	
d	 ^ voltages.	 dr q	 1  wi ng an /or higl olt g
	
Large wiring wool be heavy..
(and large volume) and greatly complicate the motion dynamics. RF links could
i;
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possibly be used for power transmission as well as for data/communications.
Orbit-keeping seems reasonable if low thrust engines were used on the Core
vehicle.
The motion dynamics of a tethered platform will be very complex. Effort to-
date on the Tethered Satellite Project is providing understanding of tether
dynamics for a single-tether configuration. Multiple tethers will likely
complicate the situation greatly. Just the potential dynamic motion problems
associated with multiple payload tethered platform concept makes the feasi-
bility questionable for the time frame that the current Space Platform Project
is planned.
1.1.3.4 Example Tethered SASP Configuration
A tethered payload concept using the Reference Space Platform is shown in
Figure 1.1.3.4-1. The tether deployment and retraction mechanism is based on
a Tether Satellite concept. The tether provides the electrical power and
communication services to the payload, while the payload provides its own
Figure 1.1.3.4-1	 VF0I76
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thermal control and attitude control services. The Space Platform flys an
inertial orientation ('A'-perpendicular to the orbit plane, Y-perpendicular to
the sunline) while the tether maintains a local vertical relationship relative
to the Space Platform. Figure 1.1.3.4-2 shows the orientation history. The
payload remains "above" the Space Platform and the gravity gradient keeps the
tether taut. The solar arrays are maintained perpendicular to the sunline for
maximum power throughout the orbit for , all orbit Beta angles. The thermal
radiator is also oriented optimally relative to the sun through the orbit.
Thus, other payloads could have maximum resources available.
The payload shown in Figure 1.1.3.4-1 is a telescope facility and presumably
would want all-sky viewing. An IPS pointing system is shown but the structure
that the pointing system is mounted to must be stabilized in order to , give the
IPS something to react against in order to slew and point the telescope.
Potentially, the telescope could be mounted directly to the structure and the
whole structure attitude controlled much like a typical free-flying satellite.
Figure 1.1.3.4-2	 VF0177
SASP TETHERED PAYLOAD ORIENTATION
a.
.r
The interface with the tether must allow the payload to orient itself in this
case without tangling with the payload or jerking the payload and disturbing
the telescope line-of-sight.
For Orbiter docking and payload exchange, the payload is retrieved in a manner
similar to that planned for Tether Satellites. An active tether control
system controls the tension for a well-behaved payload deployment and
retrieval.
The tether length is TBD but large distances would not be required for this
example. The telescope would not normally be obscured by the Space Platform
since the telescope looks away from the earth and the Space Platform is on
the earth side of the payload. A distance of a few hundred meters should be
adequate. The gravity gradient induced tension is only 6N for a 5000 Kg
payload and a 300M tether length so tether strength is not a problem for the
static load. Dynamic loads could be significant.
The electrical power transmission line design is significant to the tether
^..	 design.
	 For the case of a 300-meter tether and a 3 kW power requirement, a
relatively small wire is possible. Assuming a 20 gauge wire and 7 amperes, a
430 volt transmission voltage is required. The wire temperature is around 200
to 300 deg F. A 17% loss factor results from the wire resistance. Increasing
the transmission voltage or wire size would be desirable. The mechanical
characteristics of the power supply and return wires will likely impact the
motion dynamics. The tension force is only about 5N which may not even uncoil
the wire. Very flexible wiring may be required. The communication wiring (or
fiber optics) may also be significant mechanically.
Obviously, many design problems exist. Further analysis is required to define
the basic feasibility of desirability of this concept.
1.1.3.5  Tethered Platform Summary
The tethered platform concept has some obvious advantages over the current
1	 f	 t	 h	 f1	 1	 1 1
7
F at orm concep, to t e areas o 7so anon. Tab a 	 .3.5-1 summarizes the
pros and cons of tethered Space Platform concepts. For long tethers, the
	
t
payloads have mar-y of the advantages of being a free-flying payload. The
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TETHERED SPACE PLATFORM CONCEPTS
9
n Pros
• Improve Payload Field-of-Views
* Decrease Motion Disturbances
* Decrease Contamination
• Decrease Electromagnetic Interference 	 y
n Cons
• Dynamic Motion Complexities/Uncertainties
• Operational Complexities
• Complicate IIF with Central Services Vehicle
* Major Development Effort Required
tethers, however, complicate the centralizing of services which is the main
goal of the platform concept. At one end of the spectuum, the tethers could
provide only a configuration maintenance function with each payload being
essentially a free-flyer. The advantage of this would be that a single
Shuttle flight could interface with any or all of the payloads making up a
particular platform. On the other end of the spectrum, the core (central
services) platform elo ent could provide all services and the resulting
complex tethers and links would maximize the amount of analysis and technology
development required.
Currently, the state of the art favors a "rigid" platform approach for near-
term (next 10 years) application. Work on and flight of the Tether Satellite
will help define potential feasibility of a tethered platform. Since there 	 *'
are advantages associated with the tethered platform approach, it should be
actively pursued for future application.
1.1.4 Conclusions and Recommendations
A_cursor evaluation of the aforementioned concepts indicate that many willY	 P
38
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operate as a scientific platform in both the unmanned and manned configura-
tions. Some are not feasible for packaging in the Orbiter as an integral
unit. Many are beyond the capability of the Orbiter RMS without multiple
berthing operations between Arbiter and Power System. As a result of the
above, most of the concepts are not system effective and probably not cost-
effective. Therefore, it has been concluded that none of the configurations
reviewed performs the mission defined for the SASP in a more system-effective
or cost-effective manner than does the baseline second order SASP.
Table 1.1.4-1 sunmiarizes the conclusions.
Table 1.1.4-1
INNOVATIVE PLATFORM CONCEPTS 	 VFR2%
CONCLUSIONS
n No Over All System Effectiveness Advantages
Identified Relative to 2nd Order SASP
n Magnetic Joint and Tethered Concepts Require
Advanced Technology but Have Promise
n Many Concepts Could be Made to Work but
Are More Complex Than 2nd Order SASP
;
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1.2 PLATFORWAYLOAD IMAGE MOTION COMPENSATION INTERFACE 	 OF POOR QUALITY
The Space Platform plans to accommodate experiments which need to be pointed.
The experiment pointing requirements vary widely and different methods of
experiment accommodation are required depending on the severeness of the
experiment pointing requirement. It is desirable for the platform to be able
to accommodate more than one pointing experiment during a mission and even to
allow for more than one pointing experiment to operate simultaneously and
independently.	 '
Payload/instruments car, be mounted directly to the Space Platform or to an
auxiliary pointing system whi-h is mounted to the Space Platform. The
payload/instrument may also provide some of its own pointing capability.
Figure 1.2-1 illustrates these options. The purpose of this effort is to gain
some insight into the pointing capability that should be provided by the Space
Platform (SP), auxiliary pointing system (APS) and the payload instrument
itself to meet the experiment requirements. Table 1.2-1 outlines these
questions. Emphasis will be placed on the potential for eliminating or
simplifying the APS role.
Figure 1.2-1
SPACE PLATFORM EXPERIMENT POINTING VFOW4
OPTIONS
Payload/Facility
	 I
Instrument	 Platform
Instrument
	 IMC	 Platform
Instrument	 APS	 Platform
k`
4	 I
Instrument	 IMC	
i	
APS	 Platform
L
IMC = Image Motion Compensation
APS = Auxiliary Pointing System
Figures 1.2-2 and 1.2-3 show the task flow, objectives and approach for this
task (A.2).
F
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Table 1.2-1
	
PLATFORM/PAYLOAD IMAGE MOTION	 VFQW5
COMPENSATION INTERFACE STUDY
Questions
• What is Appropriate Division of Labor Between Image
Motion Compensation (IMC), Auxiliary Pointing Systems(APS), and Space Platform (SP)?
0 What Are the Implications/Sensitivities to Increasing
the Hole of IMC While Reducing the Hole of APS?
r
	
	 • Same as Above But Increasing the Role of APS or SP
and Reducing the Roles of the Remaining Components
VFM336N
Figure 1.2-2
TASK A.2 -- PLATFORM/PAYLOAD
IMAGE MOTION COMPENSATION
INTERFACE STUDY
(UNMANNED PLATFORM)
• Discussions
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IMC Designers
• Discussions
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AGS Designers
• SASP Design
and Dynamics
• Ref PS Design
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Figure 1.2-3
PLATFORM/PAYLOAD IMAGE MOTION	 VFoW3COMPENSATION INTERFACE STUDY(SUBTASK A.2)
Objectives
• Gain Insight Into IMC Requirements For Platform
Payloads; Particularly When No Auxiliary Pointing System
(APS) Is Used
• Increase Overall Understanding of Platform, APS, and
Payload Pointing Requirements
• Establish Dialogue Between Platform and Pointing
Payload Designers
Approach
• Discuss IMC System Designs and Capabilities With IMC
System Designers
• Survey Ground- and Snage-Based Pointing and Ir; C
System Designs and Operations (Review 35 Papers)
• Generate Potential IMC Requirements For Selected
Payloads Assuming No APS Used
Nomenclature - A short aside is needed to clarify the definitions of some of
the terms used in this section.
Instrument - The instrument which gathers the science data.
Payload or Facility
,
- A grouping of instruments each using the same basic
data source. For example, a telescope facility will view a target and'
distribute the target energy to various instruments in the science
section of the telescope.
Auxiliary Pointing System (APS) - A mechanism with one or more gimbals
which is mounted to the Space Platform and has a payload or instrument
mounted to it and is used to orient/point the payload relative to the SP.
Image Motion Compensation (IMC) - Pointing capability designed into the
payload or facility which controls the facility line-of-sight (LOS)
relative to the facility mechanical boresight. Usually, the IMC error
feedback is at least partially based on the target image location at the
.I
AW
.^.	 1.2,1 Overview
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	 Typical capabilities which must be supplied to a pointing experiment include
pointing direction, pointing direction stability over some defined time and
pointing direction change /reorientation or stewing. The Space Platform
satellite will be able to supply these capabilities to some degree but not
completely for some payloads. The platform is a large vehicle with relatively
large, flexible appendages ( solar arrays, thermal radiator ) communication
antennas and payload mounting structures) and consequently, the pointing capa-
bilities of the basic satellite will be crude relative to some experiment
requirements. Thus, mounting a pointing payload directly to the platform
limits the pointing capability provided to the experiment to that achieved by
the whole platform. It would be very expensive and possibly not currently
feasible to design a platform with the pointing capability to allow direct
mounting of all desired experiments. Methods of improving the pointing
performance at the instrument allow the instrument line-of-sight to have a
degree of independence from the main platform body.
One type of experiment motion relative to the main platform body was baselined
in the Science and Applications Space Platform (SASH) study. The arms of the
SASP were mounted on single-axis gimbals which allowed the pa y load/instruments
on each arm to rotate relative to the platform main body. These gimbals can
be considered as part of the whole Space Platform vehicle. Auxiliary pointing
systems can be mounted on the platform to point a payload, The payload is
mounted on the auxiliary pointing system. Several pointing systems are
currently being designed for Shuttle use. The Dornier Instrument Pointing
System (IPS) and Sperry Annular Suspension Pointing System Gimbal System (AGS)
are well into development and are expected to work with a wide variety of
payloads. These and other pointing systems are discussed in References 24
through 31. These auxiliary pointing systems have different pointing capa-
bilities but could increase the pointing capability over thfA provided by
direct mounting to the platform. Several of the pointing systems have large
angle capabilities with motion about two or three axes so large changes in
payload line-of-sight are relatively easily accommodated compared 	 to
'd
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Another method of improving pointing performance to the instrument is
control the facility lenses or mirrors in such a way that the target image is
held where desired even though the outside structure may not be pointed in
exactly the right direction. For example, a mirror in a telescope can be
gimballed so that the effective line-of-sight of the telescope is not coinci-
dent with the mechanical boresight of the telescope, Thus, the telescope
line-of-sight can remain fixed on the target even though mechanical motion of
the telescope structure occurs. This type of pointing system is called an
image motion compensation (IMC) system. Many of the references discuss IMC
systems; e.g., References IA, 2, 4, 8, '20 and 22
1.2.2 Space Platform (SP), Auxiliary Pointing Systems (APS) and
Image Motion Compensation Systems (IMC) Capabilities
The Space Platform (SP) is currently in the preliminary design phases,. There-
fore, its pointing capabilities are not set and the output from studies such
as this can influence the intimate SP pointing capabilities. Pointing payloads
directly with the SP is desirable since an expens i ve auxiliary pointing system
could be eliminated. Elimating an APS may be feasible if the SP, payload and
operational requirements are not greatly impacted by the lack of an APS.
Tables 1.2.2-1 and 1.2.2-2 outline typical pointing capabilities of the Space
Platform, auxiliary pointing systems and image motion compensation systems.
Table 1.2.2 -d1
REPRESENTATIVE POINTING COMPONENT '0807
DATA
Stability
(Arc Sec)
Accuracy
(Arc Sec)
Amplitude*
(Arc Sac)
Bandwidth(HZ)
IMC <0.01-1 0.1-1 1-10 10-200
APS 0.01-10 0.1-5 60-360 0.1-2
SP 1-120 1-1800 — 0.01-0.5
`Maximum Amplitude For Which Pointing Component Can Compensate	 t
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Table 1,2.2-2
TYPICAL POINTING COMPONENT
	
VF08W
FUNCTIONS/ROLES
Image Motion Compensation
• Small Amplitude, High Bandwidth Stabilization of Target in
Instrument Field-of-View
• Often Combined With Offset Pointing and Spatial Chopping
Functions
• Mechanized Within Facility
Auxiliary Pointing System
• Medium•Amplitude, Medium-Bandwidth Stabilization of
Facility or Target In Instrument Field-of-View
• Often Combined with Large Angie Facility Orientation
Capabilities
• Mechanized External to the Facility
Space Platform
d Low Bandwidth Stabilization of the Vehicle
• Orientation of Vehicle
Space Platform - Even though the SP pointing capabilities are not set, repre-
sentative capabilities can be assumed. The SP will have orientation duration
con-4traints for some orientations. These constraints resu'it from attitude
control, electrical power, thermal control or communication subsystem limita-
tions. Some attitude control system constraints are discussed in the Attitude
Control and Stabilization section of Volume II, Part B. 'Thus, a payload
mounted directly to the SP may not be able to point at a desired target when
or for as long as required. Simultaneous operation of more than one pointing
payload mounted directly to the SP greatly complicates the vehicle orientation
problem and may be impossible a large fraction of the time. The baseline
Sc°Eence and Applications Space Platform (SASP) allows for single-axis rotation
of payloads with respect to each other and relative to the SP which alleviates
some of the vehicle orientation problems. Two-axis rotation capability is
nezded for full orientation independence of payloads with each other and the
SP (essentially on APS).
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The SP reorientation capability will be a few tenths of a deg/sec at most.
Some payloads desire faster slew rates but a few tenths of a deg/sec may be
adequate for a majority of payloads, particularly when the long SP mission
time is taken into account (fast reorientation requirements usually result
from wanting to maximize the data taking over the available mission time; only
a few days on Shuttle, for example, but months or years on the SP).
The pointing direction stability of the SP will probably be a few aresec: for
periods of a few minutes. Skylab data indicate that pointin g stabilities of
one aresec are possible for durations under a minute. Pointing stabilities
for longer durations such as half an orbit or several orbits are uncertain
because of thermal distortion effects and attitude determination scheme
uncertainties. The SP attitude control subsystem (ACS) bandwidth will be in
the 0.01 to 0.5 Hz range. Environmental disturbance frequencies are 4x10 -4 Hz
or less and the ACS will be able to adequately compensate for them. SP-
generated disturbances due to solar array gimballing, communication antenna
gimballing, thermally induced structural deformations, payload motions and
flexible dynamic motions have higher frequency content and may impact pointing
stability. The magnitudes of these pointing disturbances need further study
for definition.
Summarizing the SP pointing capabilities; the SP provides overall orientation
control with some limitation on orientation duration for some orientations. A
few inertial and local-vertical orientations can be held relatively indefi-
nitely. Reorientations can be accommodated up to a few tenths of a deg/sec
maximum. SP pointing stabilities are expected to be in the 1 to 10 aresec
range for durations up to a few minutes after vibrations due to disturbances
and reorientations have been damped out.
Auxiliary Pointing Systems APS - Many auxiliary painting systems (APS) have
been used and are now in development. Their capabilities vary widely
depending on the application. Currently, several APS are under consideration
for use with large Shuttle payloads. References 25 through 31 define some of
their capabilities. Reference 24 discusses the APS used on Skylab which
probably could be adapted for large payloads on the Space Platform (SP). No
APS are currently being designed specifically for an SP application but the','$
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C° 	 Shuttle-derived designs should be useful for the purposes of this study, Some
experiments planned for Shuttle/Spacelab missions are designing their own
pointing systems (References 7 0 1<2 0 14, 17 and 32 through 34) because of
special considerations or because they do not require the high performance or
size capabilities of the large, gcneral-purpose Shuttle pointing systems.
A
A representative general-purpose Shuttle pointing system Gapabilitie rar ►oe
maybe, represented by the following APS;
9 The European Position and Hold Mount (PHM, Reference 30)
• The Dornier Instrument Painting System (IPS, Refercnct; , ?5) or, the
Sperry Annular Suspension Pointing System (ASPS) Gimbal System
(AGS, Reference 27)
• The Sperry ASPS Vernier System (AVS,, noferen a :.b)
The Auxiliary Pointing Systems (APS) are i:.ted iN order of pointing stability
performance; best last. Table 1.2.2-3 compares tho APS noted shove. The PHM,
IPS and AGS can be. operated in	 low performance mode using gimbal position
"abl e 1 ,2.2- 3 	 VFQ076
SHUTTLEGE^^P I.-Pt 	 POINTING
9mmw CAPABILITIES
POINTING  L,NE°OF,SIQHT
SYSTEM DEIV'NIPrIONJ 	 f.11<`a?IOs1i RANGE POINTING 4ERFORMANCE " • SLEW RATE
PWITION at.s" Dea AZIMUTH ACCURACY AND STABILITY OF HOST GREATER
AND HOLD IAZIMUT14, f. 90 OE0 ELEVATION VEHICLE (NO ATTITUDE SENSORS) THAN 10
MOUNT FL0N0%T4: SCI 1 ARCMIIr, ACCURACY (USING SUN DEG/MIN
O 30A CSEC STABILITY (USING SUN
INSTRVMLNT I "rOUWaA L, 0110 VEG AZIMUTH 1 ARC SEC ACCURACY 3 DEG/SEC
1 7`r^
IN''1N1! 1 1,021MUTH, CROSS t p DEG CROSS 0,4 ARC SEC QUIESCENT STABILITY
6YST-.'•^ LCEVATION, ELEVATION 6.7 ARC SEC ORBITER DISTURBED
110. ELEVATION) t 0 DEG ELEVATION STABILITY
20 ARC SEC/SEC PEAK STABILITY RATE
1.6 ARC SECISEC RMS STABILITY RATE
ADVANCED 3-GIMBAL 3100 DEG ELEVATION 2.1 ARC SEC ACCURACY FOR IDEAL 10 DEG/SECGWIR I. (ELEVATION, 3110 DEG LATERAL ATTITUDE SENSOR GIMBAL
I IiTEM LATERAL, t160 DEG ROLL 0,2 ARC SEC QUIESCENT STABILITY Ila) CAPABILITY,
IA014 ROLL) 0,6 ARC SEC DISTURBED STABILITY 1.6 DEG/SEC(PEAK) LIMITING IN
S/W
ASPS• SIX•DEGREE OF" 30,76 DEG (PITCH, YAW) ACCURACY LIMITED BY ATTITUDE
VERNIER FREEDOM, UNLIMITED (ROLL) SENSOR —SYSTEM MAGNETICALLY 0,20 INCH W-AXIS 0.01 ARC SEC STABILITY (QUIESCENT)
(AVS) LEVITATED TRANSLATION) -
*ANNULAR SUSPENSION POINTING SYSTEM IINCLUOES THE AGS AND AVS; THE AGO MAY BE USED ALONE)
••DEPENDS ON PAYLOAD AND DISTURBANCE CHARACTERISTICS: TYPICAL VALUES GIVEN FOR SHUTTLE AMLICATItMN
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feedback only and in that operating mode would have essentially the same
pointing performance as the SP. In this mode, payload reorientation could be
provided by the APS rather than maneuvering the whole platform. The full-up
IPS and AGS hardware/software probably would not be cost-effective when used
in this simplified mode, however. The PHM, being simpler and less costly,
could be cost-effective in the gimbal angle feedback mode for payloads
satisfied with the SP pointing performance. Normally, the IPS, AGS and AVS
will be used with an integrating gyro and attitude sensor so that the payload
is isolated from the host vehicle (SP) motion.
The isolation is not complete, however. Motion of the SP would disturb the
APS and payload but the APS would significantly attentuate the motion. The
APS motion attentuation ability is the figure-of-merit with respect to
pointing accuracy and stability. The "disturbed" pointing performances shown
on Table 1.2.2-3 refer to Orbiter disturbances and should be more severe than
the SP disturbances. Therefore, the JP APO pe r formance may be closer to the
"quiescent" performances noted. Some reservation is required, however. The
SP will have lower flexible dynamic frequencies than the Orbiter which may
force lower APS control ^.andwidths and reduce APS motin- isolation capabilities.
The PHM, IPS and AGS provide very good orientation and reorientation (slew)
capabilities. At least a ,r steradian solid angle is available. The AVS has
relatively limited reorientation capability but very good pointing stability
performance. The AVS is normally used with the AGS and the combination has
very good viewing range and pointing stability. The combination is known as
the Annular Suspension Pointing System (ASPS).
Image Motion Compensation (IMC) Systems - The capabilities of IMC systems are
tailored to individual facility or experiment requirements. References 1A 2,
4o 7, 10, 12, 17o 18, 20, 22, 23, 32 and 35 discuss IMC systems or require-
ments for various facilities, many planned for Shuttle flights. The function
of IMC systems i s
 to control the li ne-of-sight relative to the body of the
facility. The target image, as seen by a sensor within the facility, is often
used as the IMC system feedback sensor. Thus, the image motion relative to
the feedback sensor (and also the data gathering instruments) is less than the
physical motion of the facility. The moving elements of an IMC system
normally are lightweight relative to the facility and operate at a high control
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bandwidth relative to the APS and SP control bandwidths. Thus, relatively
high frequency disturbance motions can be attenuated by the IMC system.
Example IMC mechanizations include gimballing a telescope primary mirror,
(Solar Optical Telescope, Reference 20)m gimballing a telescope secondary
mirror (Shuttle Infrared Telescope Facility, Referen e 4), moving glass wedges
(Solar Op f-ical 'iniversal Polarimeter, Reference 22) and electromagnetic
deflection of the photoelectrons emitted from the photo cathode of all
electronic imaging device (NAL-503 experiment, Reference 7)
The IMC system is normally an integral pant of the facility and satisfies
other functions in addition to IMC, Typical IMC systems functions include:
Image motion compensation
Alignment of facility components
0 Offset pointing
• Spatial image chopping
Besides being driven by facility image sensors, IMC system inputs gall include
signals from pointing system rate-integrating (attitude) gyros as on SIRTF
(References IA and 4). Thus, the IMC systerrr can be a highly integrated
subsystem interfacing with the auxiliary pointing system, the facility image
sensor(s)and experiment operations.
The pointing capabilities of IMC systen;s varies widely from application to
ap plication. Capabilities of interest are pointing accuracy, stability,
control bandwidth and range. The deflected photoelectron beam IMC system
example (Reference 7) has relatively moderate capability, about 30 aresec
stability which could easily be Accomplished by an expensive APS like IPS or
AGS. The Solar Optical Universal Polarimeter (SOUP) experiment IMC system
Reference 22) en the other hand, hopes to achieve stability ^)f better than
0,05 aresec. Other experiments identified during the previous Science and
Applications Space Platform (SASP) study identified pointing stability
requirements below 0.01 aresec. The Space Telescope satellite hopes to
achieve 0»005-0.007 aresec stability without an IMC system but if it were
mounted on SP would obviously need one,
xr
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IMC system pointing accuracies are normally limited by the sensors used.
Accuracies to the aresec level are reasonable. Control bandwidths of IMC
systems are set by sensor bandwidths or Sensor sample frequencies. The servo
component of the IMC system often has a higher bandwidth than required by the
IMC because of other requirements such as image chopping transient response.
IMC system bandwidths of 10 to 200 Hz are po;Ssible though 50 Hz Is a more
typical maximum IMC system bandwidth.
The IMC system angular range is often larger than required for the IMC function
because of additional functions such as offset pointing, image chopping, scan-
ning or small area mapping. Ranges of several arcmin are typical. The Space-
lab 2 SOUP experiment (Reference 22) plans on an IMC system range of 0.5 deg
to be able to scan the whole solar disk. A similar requirement exists for the
Solar Optical Telescope Facility (Reference 20).
The IMC system range is limited by facility geometry as well as experiment
considerations. The instrument or IMC line-of-sight (LOS) cannot be moved too
far from the facility mechanical LOS (boresight) without resulting in image
distortions or aberrations. Facilities viewing infrared sources must minimize
unwanted infrared energy sources and moving the IMC LOS from the facility
mechanical LOS can increase unwanted infrared radiation due to sources within
the facility. Also, infrared radiation gradients across mirrors degrade
science data and are aggravated by off-axis IMC LOS operation. The SIRTF IMC
range of ±7.5 arcmin is an example. Ten arcmin might be a good maximum value
to assume for a=SIRTF-type infrared facility designed with a'large IMC range in
mind.
The IMC system range for the IMC function may not be the same as the full
range capability of the line-of-sight motion relative to the facility
mechanical boresight. When rate-integrating (attitude) gyros are used, as on
SIRTF References lA and 4), the technique is open-loop. That is, there is no
direct feedback to the gyros that the disturbance measured by the gyros was
actually compensated for by the IMC system. This is because the gyros do not
measure the actual image motion. The image motion is measured by a lower
bandwidth image sensor [the fine guidance sensor (FGS) on SIRTF]. The purpose
of the gyros is to measure the higher frequency disturbances and compensate as
t 50j
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well as possible while the lower frequency or long-term disturbances and drifts
`•y `	 are compensated for in a closed-loop manner with the image sensor. The
accuracy with which the gyro can command the IMC system articulation is about
5% (based on SIRTF analyses) for disturbances within the bandwidth of the
gyros (typically 5-20 Hz). Thus, for example, a transient disturbance of 20
aresec may only be reduced to one aresec by the SIRTF IMC system. Thus, the
IMC ^ystem maximum motion compensation capability is a direction function of
the experiment requirements (e.g., if an experiment requires 0.5 aresec
stability, the IMC system can accommodate motion disturbances to 20 x 0.5 = 10
aresec--the value stated on Table 1.2.2-2). At low frequencies where the image
motion sensor dominates, larger motion disturbances could be tolerated.
1.2.3 Space Platform Accommodation of SIRTF Without an Aux";liary
Pointing System
The purpose of this study is to gain insight into the potential for eliminating
auxiliary pointing systems or at least minimizing the performance requirements
for APS for Space Platform-mounted payloads. The need for an APS, of course,
depends on payload requirements, SP capabilities and payload IMC capabilities.
(	 The previous paragraphs outlined SP, APS and IMC capabilities and noted some
payload and experiment requirements. Tables 1.2.2-2 and -3 summarize these
discussions. The scope of this effort did not allow for determination of
experiment accommodations percentages or a detailed look at accommodating a
range of payloads without utilizing an APS. Consequently, no detailed IMC
system and SP pointing requirements were generated. It is instructive,
however, to consider an SP application with the intention of eliminating the
APS. The SIRTF payload was chosen for this exercise because a design for the
Shuttle application is comparatively mature and because the SIRTF pointing and
operational requirements are fairly broad and stringent. The Summary and
Conclusions paragraph (1.2.4) will outline the current conclusions regarding
direct-mounting of payloads to the SP.
SIRTF Description. - References lA and 4 through 6 discuss the Shuttle Infrared
Telescope Facility (SIRTF) requirements, preliminary designs and operations.
Discussions with K. R. Lorell (NASA/Ames) were also helpful, As the SIRTF
name implies the current SIRTF is planned for a Shuttle application
	
Potential
modifications to the SIRTF for long-term SP application are to be studied at
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NASA/Ames but were not available at this writing. Figure 1.2.3-1 shows a
SIRTF direct-mounted on the reference SP. Figure 1,2.3-2 is a schematic of the
overall SIRTF pointing control system as planned for the Shuttle application.
The IPS APS is assumed in the schematic though the AGS APS is baselined at this
time. The application would be functionally the same with the AGS. The
following brief overview of the SIRTF pointing system design is based on
Reference 4.
The SIRTF pointing and control system (PACS) operates by combining the outputs
of the APS gyros with star-field position error measurements from a CCD array
at the telescope focal plane. The gyros provide a high bandwidth, low-noise
signal yielding good short-term stability; the CCD fine-guidance sensor (FGS)
provides the long-term stability. The result is a system that possesses the
desirable characteristics of both devices.
The readout and control of the CCD array is performed by a microcomputer which
generates a 3-axes pointing-error signal based on the relationship between the
Figure 1.2.3-1
DIRECT SIRTF MOUNTING TO PLATFORM EXAMPLE
APS FUNCTIONS TAKEN BY	 VF07W
FACILITY OR PLATFORM
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Figure 1.2.3-2
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desired and the current positions of the tracked stars in the FGS field-of-view.
Thus, a precise measure of the current orientation of the telescope optical
axis is available from the FGS, irrespective of thermal mechanical distortion,
or APS star-tracker alignment. The error signal derived from this measurement
is processed by a Kalman filter in the SIRTF onboard computer to correct the
gyro outputs, both in pointing offset and drift. The time constant for these
error corrections is naturally quite long, of the order of tens of seconds.
The problem of short-term, high-bandwidth stability is solved by controll-ing
the image with a gimballed mirror, which functions as the secondary mirror in
the Cassegrain optical system of the SIRTF. Using this mirror as an image
steering device is a natural application since it already must have a high-
performance servo system in order to spatially chop the image. Any motion of
the SIRTF sensed by the gyros but not corrected for by the APS controller will
be compensated by moving the steering mirror. The movable mirror increases
the system bandwidth by acting on disturbances to which the APS cannot repond.
The steering mirror is driven directly in a feed-forward mode by the gyro 	
x
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outputs. This feed-forward loop provides two important advantages: (1) the
bandwidth is limited only by the bandwidth of the gyro and of the mirror
servo,not by the closed-loop system bandwidth of the APS and (2) the
possibility of a SIRTF structural resonance exciting a control system
instability is minimized because there is not direct closed loop between the
sensor and actuator. Feed-forward loops are, of course, sensitive to errors
in scale factor. An analysis of the effects of scale factor error indicates
that errors of as much as 5% can be tolerated without affecting performance.
Control loops utilized gy the SIRTF pointing and control system to provide
image motion compensation and gyro-drift and position error information are
shown in Figures 1.2.3-2 and -3. The controller consists of three interactive
loops: (1) the fast image motion compensation loop, (2) the APS gimbal-
control loop of moderate bandwidth and (3) the relatively slow outer loop
which uses the FGS as the error sensor. By combining the outputs of these
three control loops, the overall system bandwidth can be as high as 10 Hz, yet
Figure 1.2.3-3
SIRTF POINTING AND CONTROL SYSTEM VF0073
BLOCK DIAGRAM
0d
a	
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the advantage of star tracking for absolute position error determination, with
4
bandwidths as low as 0,1 Hz, are retained,
Obviously, the SIRTF IMC system and the auxiliary pointing systems are highly
integrated,
The basic SIRTF scientific instrument pointing stability requirement is 0.25
aresec RMS. The fast IMC system loop can attentuate 95% of the higher
frequency (10 Hz) facility motion disturbance so the pointing stability require-
ment for the main body of the facility is 0.25 x 20 = 5 aresec. The infrared
focal plane field-of-view (FOV, maximum FOV available to the science instru-
ments) is 7.5 arcmin. Some of the scientific instruments will require high
stability in three axes and the roll about the LOS will have to be considered.
Worst case roll about the LOS stability requirement is about 4 arcmin (corres-
ponds to 0.25 aresec LOS sUbility at the edge of the focal plane FOV). There
is no IMC for motion about the LOS so the 4 arcmin stability mu3t be achieved
by the facility main body.
Thus, to meet the science instrument stability requirements, the main body of
the facility must maintain a 5 aresec LOS stability and a 4 arcmin about the
LOS stability. If the SIRTF were mounted to the Space Platform (SP) without
an auxiliary pointing system, the SP must provide the above-mentioned
stability at the mounting interface.
Target acquisition r,,st be considered. Slewing or reorientation accuracy is
critical for a timely target acquisition. The SIRTF slew accuracy requirement
includes a 120-degree slew to an accuracy of 10 aresec. Smaller slews should
be somewhat more accurate but not proportionally so because some errors are
not a function of slew angle. Accurate slewing is required to minimize the
time to find a new target and to simplify the procedure for acquiring the
target. Simplifying the procedure is particularly valuable for autonomous
acquisition operations. Reference 5 defines conditions when the Shuttle
Mission Specialist or ground personnel may be required for acquisition,
Possible acquisition end-game techniques include using the science instrument
output to "peak-up" on an infrared source, using the FGS and "peaking-up" on
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the optical signal of the target and the use of guide stars. Guide star
techniques use the FGS to acquire guide stars near the infrared target region
and then offset pointing to the target.
All these techniques require a high degree of integration of the facility main
body pointing system, the IMC system and the various sensor outputs including
some science instrument outputs. This integration would include the SP if
SIRTF were mounted directly without an APS.
After an infrared target is acquired, orbital operations include scanning,
nodding, mapping", searching and calibration. Some of these operations involve
movement of the science instrument line-of-sight with the IMC system and/or
movement of the facility main body. The motion patterns may be rectangular or
spiral and may require motions as large as one degree. The SP would provide
the motions associated with the APS if the SIRTF were direct-mounted (without
an APS) to the Space Platform. "Nodding" is a case where even small motions
must be done with the facility main body. The nodding function is to move the
facility an amount equal to the image chopping amplitude (but at a much lower
frequency). Chop amplitudes range from 5 aresec to 7 arcmin. Achieving SP
nodding amplitudes of 5 aresec with any degree of stability/fidelity may be
challenging.
Another aspect of SIRTF orbital operations relevant to an SP application is
slewing or reorientation time. The Shuttle on-orbit missions are two to four
weeks maximum and the availability of the Shuttle to SIRTF would likely be on
the order of once a year, so SIRTF operations on Shuttle are designed to
maximize the amount of data-taking during a mission.
	 This generates rapid
slew requirments and short target acquisition time requirements.
	 The planned
Shuttle SIRTF slew capability is about 120 degrees in three minutes.
	 The SPC.	
mission would be six to 12 months long and conceivably, the slew time require-
E
ments cculd be relaxed.
	 Discussions with SIRTF people at NASA/Ames indicated
4j	 they believed that SIRTF was a very desirable facility and investigators
would be interested in all the data possible even for a six- to 12-month
mission.	 If the SIRTF were mounted to the SP without an APS,- the slew time
requirements would have to be eased to avoid placing unreasonable control'
system requirements on the `SP.:
;I-
As noted previously, the SIRTF IMC system uses outputs from the APS gyros for
high bandwidth feedforward compensation (Figures 1.2.3 -2 and •3). In the SP
application without an APS, these gyros must be replaced. The SP will have
high quality gyros but their utilization for the IMC function would be question-
able. First, a high sample frequency ( 50 Hz) data link between the SP gyros
and the SIRTF IMC system would be required. This could be a significant
consideration for the SP data subsystem. Secondly, and more importantly, the
location of the SP gyros would likely be too far from the SIRTF, The motion
disturbances measured by the SP would not be the same as experienced by the
SIRTF particularly at higher frequencies (1 to 10 Hz), So the gyro commands
to the IMC system could not adequately compensate for the actual SIRTF main
body motion and image stability requirements would not be met. The difference
in motion between the SP gyros and the SIRTF main body are caused by dynamic
structural deformation resulting from thermal transients and structural
flexibility and looseness. The obvious alternative is to include high quality
gyros in the SIRTF main body for use with the IMC system,
SPISIRTF Integration Summary (No APS) - Tables 1,2.3-1 and -2 summarize the
Shuttle-mounted SIRTF requirements, design and operations discussions of the
Table 1.2.3-1
DIRECT SIRTF MOUNTING 1'0 PLATFORM EXAMPLE
VF0707
SHUTTLE-MOUNTED CHARACTERISTICS
Required Performance At Science Instrument
Field Of View	 T Arc Min
Accuracy	 1 Arc Sec
Stability	 0.25 Arc Sec For 20 Min
Fine Guidance Sensor Field-Of-View
30 Arc Min
IMC CherarcterVstics
Range	 5 Arc Sec (APS Gyro Scale Factor
Limited)
Frequency Response 	 10 Hz (Gyro Limited)
Secondary Mirror Driven By APS Gyros
Star Trackers
Uses APS Star Trackers
Wide Field Of View (Several Degrees)
..r
Table 1.2.3-2
SHUTTLE INFRARED TELESCOPE
	 VF0795FACILITY (SIRTF)
Example: SIRTF Operations/Operational Modes
Point Source Observation
• Chopping Using Secondary Mirror (5.420 Aresec)
• Nodding Whole Facility (Amplitude of Chopping)
Mapping
• Up to 1 x 1-Deg Area
Raster Motloji of Whole Facility
Searching
• Up to 3 x 3 Arcmin Area
• Spiral Search With Secondary Mirror
• Move Whole Facility to Center the Source
Calibration
• Simultaneous Viewing of a Source by Several Sensors
Target Acquisition
• Accurate Slewing to New Target
• Use of Guide Stars and Offset Pointing
• Man Participation Required Some Times
• Scanning/Searching Sometimes Needed
J
previous paragraphs. Direct-mounting the SIRTF onto the Space Platform
requires the SP and the SIRTF to share the pointing functions that on APS will
provide on the Shuttle application. If the APS functions are not completely
picked up,an operational impact could result. APS functions which must be
picked up by the SP and IMC system are noted on Figure 1.2.3-1 and include:
large angle slewing, small angle "nodding" and rastering, high slew accuracy,
gyro feedforward IMC signal, and moderate accuracy, wide field-of-view attitude
sensing. Any gap between the Space Platform and IMC system pointing accuracy
and pointing stability capabilities must be closed.„ Other APS functions such
as the APS computing capability will also have to be considered.
Table 1.2.3-3 outlines some of the potential pointing control problems asso-
ciated with mounting SIRTF on the Space Platform without an auxiliary pointing
system. The Reference SP pointing accuracy at the payload mounting may only
be about one degree when errors due to the SP attitude determination and
control system, thermally induced deformations, flexibility and misalignments
rya,
Table 1.2.3-3
DIRECT SIRTF MOUNTING TO PLATFORM
^^ XY
k
0
n Attitude Initialization
— SP Accuracy Not Within SiRTF FGS Field of View
a Replacement of APS Gyros
— SP Gyros Located Relatively Far From Facility
-- May Require Facility-Mounted Gyros
n IMC Range Capability
Gyro-To-image Motion Food-Forward Gain Errors
May Have To Be Reduced
s Operations Requiring Rastering and Nodding
— Whole SP Must Move and/or Facility Redesigned for
More Secondary Mirror Motion Capability
n All-Sky Viewing
— SP Has Limited Orientation and Slew Rate
Capabilities
are included. Therefore, a moderate accuracy (10-60 aresec) attitude sensor
with a field-of-view of 1-2 degrees may be required to command the SP to get
the targets within the 0.5 degree FOV of the FGS for initialization and
reasonable target acquisition times. The APS star trackers provide this
function on the Shuttle-mounted SIRTF and are mounted on the exterior of the
SIRTF main body. The same sensors and approach could be used for the SP
application without an APS. The integration of these sensor outputs, cs well
as the SIRTF fine guidance sensor and possibly soma scientific instrument
outputs, with the SP attitude determination algorithms would be required.
Mounting low-noise, low-drift, high-bandwidth gyros on the SIRT" ir. pv'ouably
the best approach to replacing the APS gyros. Using the Sr gyros vould intro-
duce unwanted motions due to transmit thermal deformations a*(,; structural
flexibility. A complete attitude determination system v:ing 0e SIRTF-mounted
attitude sensors and fine guidance sensor may bo regiair^. , d for -facil ity
pointing and slowing accuracy. A minimum syst^m of jute gyros coniroiling
two IMC axes with FGS drift compensation and rxS and SIRTF-mounted attitude
sensors for SP ACS use may be possible but some attitude reference link will
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be required. If not the facility mecharica, lfne-or-sighi and the image line-
of-sight would diverge a minimum of the dynam i z structural misalignment between
the SP aptitude reference . and the S'4P.TF or. itude reference. This could be on
the order of one degree, as mentionpi.4 ,above, vni^h is well beyond a reasonable
range for the IMC. The V wil l
 i ,equire soma SIRTF-mounted attitude reference
and possible signals includin;, the: fine ;guidance sensor, the star trackers
(during data gather nzl as we_.l as for initialization and acquisition), SIRTF-
compensated rite-int.egrahing gyro outputs and secondary mirror gimbal angle.
The last is 0f7ertIvelY ^ link to the fine guidance sensor. Detailed analyses
are requirvO to dotNrmi;cc: whether a full-up attitude determination system is
required in the SIlRTF ,software. Items for evaluation would include IMC system
rang  r?quii'ements, slew accuracy, target acquisition times and SP attitude
dri't, Flgure 1.2.3-4 shows a block diagram for the full-up mechanization
6,r„;scribed.
Figure 1.2.3-4
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Structural deformation dynamics along with SP attitude control subsystem (ACS)
errors may result in motion disturbances of the SIRTF main body which are
greater than the IMC , ?stem capability (5 aresec as discussed previously),
Using FGS feedback to the SF ACS will limit the low frequency disturbance but
the FGS feedback loop may not have the bandwidth to compensate for all
thermally induced transients and structural flexibility effects. If this
occurs then the SIRTF IMC system range mutt be expanded. The limitation is
gyro-to-image motion gain accuracy. Reference 4 and discussions with Ken
Lorell at NASA/Ames indicate that 5% accuracy is reasonable but this capa-
bility could limit the image motion stability during thermal transients or
until structural resonances damped out. Incorporation of the SIRTF rate gyro
outputs into the SP ACS is another approach which might reduce the motion
disturbance problems at frequencies above the FGS loop bandwidth. Flexible
dynamic coupling would be aggravated.
SIRTF scanning or rastering operations requiring motions of , the SIRTF body
(nodding, mapping) must be implemented by moving the SP. Increasing the
angular range of the IMC system would eliminate the need to move the whole
facility for some operations. However, large IMC system ranges may not be
feasible because of off-boresight abberations and thermal gradients across the
secondary mirror which degrade data when secondary mirror gimbal angles are
large. Also, some operations require the whole facility to move because of
their function. Nodding the whole facility is required for instrumental
baseline subtractions for example. The impl i cations of "nodding" the whole
SP with its low frequency appendage resonances and massive inertias.: are yet
to be evaluated. Reference 5 describes scanning programs using the Instrument
Pointing System (IPS, References 25 and 26) with the goal of minimizing the
amount of time required to cover an area of sky. The Reference SP CMG control
system momentum management function would likely be impacted if IPS-equivalent
scanning operations were attempted.
The SIRTF desires all-sky viewing. Using orbit regression as the sky scanning
mechanism does not provide a timely or flexible way of viewing desirable
targets. Reorienting the facility "quickly" from target to target greatly
enhances its usefulness., When the SIRTF is direct-mounted (no APS) to the SP
' l+^ 	 the SP must do the reorienting and hold the new orientation for up to 20
r
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minutes and then repeat the cycle. The Reference SP is not designed for "all-
	
l
sky" capability with respect to momentum storage capability. Electrical 	
m
power,	 control and communication subsystem considerations may also
limit the available orientations at a given time. The incorporation of a
single-axis gintc.al between the SP and the payload (baselined on the larger
Science and Applications Space Platform) will improve the viewing potential
while eliminating the need to reorient the SP vehicle about this gimbal axis.
As discussed earlier, the Reference SP maneuver rates are limited relative to
most APS. This would impact the amount of data-taking over a given time
relative to a Shuttle application or an SP application using an APS. This
reduced data-taking rate may be acceptable in light of the long SP mission
times, but diGcussions with the SIRTF project people at NASA/Ames indicated
maximum data-raking is desirable even for long missions.
The system-level orientation/reorientation question is hard to assess at this
point. With a direct-mounted SIRTF, the SP assumes a role similar to the
Space Telescope which has been designed for all-attitude hold with unlimited
duration. The Reference SP has not been designed for this capability and
including this all-attitude, long-duration capability would be a major impact
to the sizing of the momentum management system. Other SP subsystems would
also be impacted. A SIRTF application without an APS would surely have a
lower percentage of time data could be gathered and a limited number of
targets available for viewing at any given time relative to an application
with an APS. A low pointing performance APS with two or three gimbals with
large gimbal angle capability would be of great benefit to a SIRTF-type
payload. The operational problems become even more complex when simultaneous
operation of a second pointing payload (in addition to SIRTF) is considered.
If the operational constraints are acceptable, however, the SIRTF could be
direct-mounted to the Space Platform using a joint SP/SIRTF pointing control
system such as that shown in Figure 1,2.3-1.
1.2.4 Summary and Conclusions
The purpose of this effort was to gain insight into the potential of accom-
modating pointing payloads on the Space Platform without utilizing an auxiliary
v
pointing system. The APS functions are shared by the SP and the facility/
payload. The typical pointing system within a facility is an image motion
compensation system. A question of interest is whether any gap between the
SP and the IMC system pointing performance (normally made up with an APS) can
be closed by extending the pointing performance capabilities of the SP and/or
facility IMC system. Of particular interest is the pointing stability; is
the SP pointing stability provided at the facility mounting location
compatible with the facility IMC system performance?
The study approach was to review the Reference SP pointing capabilities, APS
capabilities and designs and survey a number, of payload IMC system designs.
With this background knowledge, an insight into the potential elimination of
the APS was gained. The SIRTF payload was selected for more detailed analysis
as a potential SP payload application without utilizing an APS. SIRTF was
chosen because it has relatively severe pointing performance requirements and
a wide range of viewing operations and viewing directions.
The SIRTF analysis indicated that the pointing performance of the SP and
SIRTF IMC system could be made compatible. Detail analysis and design is
requred but qualitatively certain conclusions can be made. The SIRTF would
have to incorporate high performance integrating rate gyros for the high
bandwidth IMC loop. The gyro-to-image motion feedforward gain accuracy may
have to be improved. Attitude sensors (probably star sensors) would also have
to be incorporated on the SIRTF and linked to the SP attitude determination
system. Their accuracy and field-of-view should be better than an arcmin and
about 2 deg x 2 deg, respectively, in order to achieve reasonable initializa-
tion and target acquisition times. (Star sensors are also mounted on the
SIRTF to perform a L milar function when an APS is used.) The SP attitude
control and determination system must be compatible with some SIRTF sensor
outputs; the star sensors or fine guidance sensor candidates. A low bandwidth
secondary mirror gimbal signal interface with the SP may be desirable to
command the SP attitude to align the image line-of-sight with the telescope
mechanical line-of-sight. A higher bandwidth link between the SP and the
SIRTF gyros may also be desirable. The gyro link in combination with the star
E	
f,	 sensor or FGS Link could be used to effectively move the SP attitude reference
Qj	
rs
from the SP to the SIRTF for higher pointing and slew accuracy. Figure 1.2.3-1
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shows a block diagram of a possible joint SP/SIRTF pointing control system
mechanization.
The exclusion of an APS in the SP/SIRTF application hay certain implications
(outlined on Table 1.2.4-1). Probably the largest impact is in the viewing
operations area. SP orientation constraints and slew and raster rate limita-
tions probably would reduce the number of target3 that could be viewed in a
given time (relative to using an APS). The fidelity of small (a few aresec)
whole facility maneuvers would also probably be degraded relative to using a
high performance pointing system. If the operational constraints are
acceptable, however, it is concluded that the SIRTF could be accommodated
(from a pointing control viewpoint) by the SP without an APS if the above-
mentioned SIRTF modifications and SIRTF/SP interfaces were incorporated.
A few general comments about the implications of attaching a pointing payload
to the SP without an APS are shown on Table 1.2.4-1. Payloads with pointing
Table 1.2.4--1	 \l
IMPLICATIONS OF MOUNTING PAYLOADS WO&A	 J
DIRECTLY TO PLATFORM
• IMC Must Be Designed to Compensate for Platform
Stability Characteristics
• Platform Must Provide Accurate Orientation Control and Slewing
From Target to Target
• All-Sky Viewing Requires Platform to Have Capability for Holding
Large Variety of Orientations
• Inceased Operational Conflicts for Simultaneous Operations
of More Than 1 Pointing P-,+yload
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requirements less stringent than SIRTF can be accommodated with IMC systems
.^	 similar to those required for APS use. The SP probably cannot provide payload
orientation flexibility or slew rate or rastering-type maneuvering equivalent
to that provided by an APS, so viewing operations would be impacted in a
negative sense.
Qualitatively, it appears that using a pointing mount (or tilt table) for
gross reorientations would be very beneficial to pointing operations for many
payloads mounted on SP. The European Position and Hold Mount (PHM, Reference 30)
is a good example of a simplified APS with a large angle gimballing available.
The conclusions are summarized on Table 1.2.4-2.
Table 1.2.4-2
IMAGE MOTION COMPENSATION	 VFR293
STUDY CONCLUSIONS
n IMC System Designs Can Accommodate Many Direct Mounted
Painting Payloads From a Stability Viewpoint
n Viewing Operations Make a :arge Angle Coarse Gimbal
Capability Very Desire;,!:;e Particularly for Simultaneous
Payload Operations
n The Payload Will Have to PICK up Certain APS Functions
Such as Rate Gyros and Attitude Sensors
n A Platform/Payload Attitude Interface May be Required
to Update Platform Rate (Gy ► os
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1.3.1	 Introduction
The general objectives of this task are noted in Table 1.3-1 and the activity
flow and inputs and outputs are shown, on Figure 1.3-1. The configuration
analyzed in the previous SASP Study and this study are shown on Figure 1.3-1.
Table 1.3-1
TASK A.3. PLATFORM DYNAMIC ANALYSIS VF0616
GENERAL OBJECTIVES
• Assess Disturbance Sensitivity — Payload Motions
(Open Loop)
• Provide Controls Reference Model
• Perform Damping Benefit Studies
— Disturbance Heduction
— Isolation Effectiveness
	
1
— Controllability Improvements 	 J
Figure 1.3-1	 WfutsTASK A.3 - PLATFORM DYNAMICS
ANALYSES
• Previous Structura!
Damping Studley
• Current SASP
Configurations
a Localized Damper
Potential
^nerate
	
J
ructural	 a Data Useable for Control
equency	 System Interaction
tsponses
	 Evaluations
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Figure 1.3-2
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS CONFIGURATIONS
I 9H0 T-BI
it 41
(	 The structural dynamics work of the previous SASP Study primarily addressed
the determination of mode shapes and resonant frequencies to develo p an under-
standing of its dynamic characteristics. The configuration chosen for that
study was the version most likely to have a large number of low frequency modes.
A limited amount of parametric work was performed on the effects of damping on
frequency response, transfer functions and transient response at several points
on the plat'*orm.
The results showed that a substantial number of elastic modes (approximately
30) below 3 Hz in the free-flying SASP (neglecting solar panel modes) and that
incorporation of a moderate amount of damping would produce substantial
reductions in the transfer functions from one payload position to another.
The present study addresses two more compact versions of the SASP whicn
relocate payloads on the outer arms of the old configuration and, in one case,
adds a third trailing arm with two payloads.
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wSince the Power System is undergo;ng a separate evolution, the effect on	 ,..1
syst 1 damping of addinq damping only to the SASP truss struts was investi-
gated in addition to investigation of the uniformly damped characteristics.
This work is basically comp',ete for the small T configuration but only mode
shapes and frequencies have been degermined for the trailing arm. However,
several useful comparisons have been made based on the resonant frequencies of
the systems.
The study shows that substantial improvements in dynamic characteristics are
obtained with both configurations over the 1979 configuration and that addition
of damping only to the truss produces substantially the same benefits as
uniform damping.
1.3.2 Impl ementation of Damping in SASP
In previous work (Reference 36) it has been shown that substantial loss factors
can be produced in truss elements without a major impact in stiffness. This
and other work (Reference 37) have also demonstrated that a certain level of
"background" damping is desirable to make up for damping lost because of
operation in space and precision of the design. An example truss strut
approach along with parametric damping characteristics is shown in Figure 1.3 -3.
This concept is of minimal complexity and addresses the issues of creep and
outgassing by using a flexure which provides both containment and static
determinacy. A spacecraft with low damping will have long settling times; for
transients, high steady state transmissibility and isolation systems will have
poor performance. A reasonable level of damping, on the other hand, will
mitigate these trends and will produce some point-to-point transmission loss
in the structure (Reference 36). The strut damper shown in Figure 1.3-3 would
be built into each SASP strut (sec Figure 1.3-4 for strut) truss configuration.
The greatest benefits are usually achieved with a uniform distribution of
damping in the structure. This approach is very often not achievable for a
variety of reasons resulting in a selective damping approach. The separate
evolution of the Power System is a significant reason to consider the case of
having damping only in the SASP truss. However, it is of value to still
consider the uniformly damped case as an optimum (from the damping point of
view) reference case.
	 J
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The installation of localized dampers in a structure creates a condition, that
is often called "non-proportional damping." Analysis of this case is computa-
tionally more involved than the usual analysis with modal damp hg because one
must use complex mode shapes rather than real mode shapes to obtain an
uncoupled response solution to the equations of motion. Approximate methods
using real modes have been developed but work well only for low values of
damping (Reference 38). The use of these approximations in structures with
localized loss factors of more than 0.1 causes serious overprediction of the
sy stem damping with the result that the actual system behavior can be
considerably degraded. Furthermore, it is not possible to predict the amount
i
of degradation in advance for a complex structure. Reference 38 gives some
good examples. The cause of this problem can be illustrated parametrically
with the sample 4-degree-of-freedom system shown in Figure 1.3-5. One of the
three springs is viscoelastic whose loss factor will be parametrically varied.
Figure 1.3-5
LOCAL DAMPER EFFECT	 VFR223
DYNAMIC MODEL
K, Kz K^
r F♦ Mode 0 (Rigid Body)
♦-	 Mode 1
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M. = 1
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t	 If the center springl ^	 	  (02) is viscoelastic, then the locus of frequency vs
+	 damping will be as shown in Figure 1.3-6. As the spring loss factor increases
t	 above 0.1 the frequency of elastic Modu 1 is driven sharply upward and the
frequencies of Modes 2 and 3 move towa rd n!w asymptotes. The increasing loss
factor has the effect of linking Masses 2 and 3 6ogether by bridging the
spring. A viscous damper would behave similarly. The corresponding modal
damping is also strongly affected as shown in Figure 1.3-7.
Note first that the damping in all modes is less than the spring loss factor.
For small values, the modal damping is estimatable from element loss factors using
approximate methods which are described in the next section. However, as the
forces due to damping become significant relative to the spring forces
(*l>0.1),	 the actilal damping in the modes varies significantly from the
approximations and is usually less.
Figures 1.3-8 and -9 show the corresponding case if Spring 3 is made the
parametric viscoelastic element. The damping trends are similar but the
Figure 1.3-6
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Figure 1.3-7
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frequency behavior is different a m
When one considers that spacecraft
dozens or even hundreds of degrer_s
modal damping models and real mode
exact method was used to calculate
proportionally damped structure.
J the damping errors are larger below n = 1.
structural dynamic models consist of many
of freedom, it is clear why approximate
shapes should not be used. Accordingly, an
the frequency response of the non-
1.3.3 Summary of SASP Analyses (i% luding Equations of Motion)
The configuration analyzed during this study is shcwn in Figure 1.3-10 along
with the dynami models used. Transfer fractions for both frequency responses
were calculated for both the proportional and non-proportionally damped cases.
The subsequent paragraph discusses the equations and methods used as well as
the rp sul is of tj
	
a ana iyses.
x.atir s of Motlun
^rJ	 A aynamic model which consists of masses [M] and viscoelastic springs
[Kr] + i [Ki] can be described with the fol l owing system of motion equations.
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Figure 1.3-10
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Equations of Motion
A viscoelastic!lly damped sy -tem is described by
[M](k) + ([Kr] + i[Ki]l(x) • (F) 
e i-t
	
(1)
If the springs all have the same loss factor rl, Ki will be a linear, constant
factor of Kr and the common factor (1 + in) may be removed from the complex
K matrix to yield
[M]{k) + ( 1 + in)[Kr]{x) n {F) eiwt
	
(2)
This special case is called the uniform proportional damping case because of
the scalar nature of the damping factor.
Open loop frequency responses can be conveniently obtained at each frequency
by solving a corresponding system of equations
r	 [ I ] ( 4) + [ n` ](q) j [v]T(F) e iWt	 (3)
which are based on the ortho-normal relations,
(T M 'D = r I ,I. m T K r m = [ Ar' e ], and mT Ki m = n[ Sire ]	 (4a,b,c)
where (x) _ [Q)]{q)
DI = rratrix of real mode shapes
ill ` S12re (1 + in)
By letting {q) _ (Al e iWt	 (5)
Equation 3 becomes
I[ Q' ] - [ w' 11(A) = m T F	 (6)
C
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and the fully rationalized, non-singular form of the solution, is
W21-
{Are} _	 -	 2
Q2	
r I^TJJF}	 (ia)
J\1 __
	 \ + n2	 l
and
{Aimag} - 1	 s_2
	
[^T] f F)
	
(7b)
W	 + 2
	
1 - 
ire /	
^
	
Xoomplex} _ [m re,{Acompl}
	
(8)
This well known solution however is not exact with real modes when Ki is not
linearly proportional to Kr. This situation exists whenever different struc-
tural elements have unequal loss factors. An exact solution can be obtained
using complex modes but this doubles the size of the problem with a corres-
ponding increase of a factor of 8 in computation that erases many of the ad-
vantages of the uncoupled modal solution. If this alternative is used, complex
modes ire extracted from the unsymmetric matrix D = M
-1 Kcomplex which takes
the form (after Crout, Banachiewicz and Cholesky)
D =
	 td 10 
-1	 Kre - Ki	
(9)
U M	 Ki	 Kre
The roots of this matrix will be 2N complex conjugate pairs and the loss factor
for each mode will be IQ?imagl/I^reall and the vectors X will b3 two 2N order
sets of complex conjugate pairs. Orthonormal relaf :orships are based on
Ls* I T[MIDI = C 1+io I
	
00a )
D*1T[Kcom][
,D
] 	 02Cm
	 (10b)
	 a^
where 4) is the real and imag i nary part of the modal displacement extracted
	
J
from the set X.
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It has been shown by Ungar ar.d others that for very light but nonproportional
damping a satisfactory approximarion to modal loss factor may be obtained
with
ui j r6i
nj = ^	 (12)
uij
i
where u ij is the element strain energy in the jth mode.
An a l ternative approximation, if the imaginary part of the stiffness matrix
is known, is to let
S2j - diag [TT](Ki)[m]
	
(13)
where m is the matrix of undamped modes and where the off—diagonal elements
of Q3 are arbitraril.. made zero. Unfortunately, determination of the errors
produced by this process is not feasible without a comparison with the exact
solution.
For the SASP problem the most convenie,it way of obtaining the exact solution
is by direct solution of equation 1 at a large number of frequencies using
the following relation:
{x: _ [[K] - W2[M]]-1(F)
	 (14)
Transfer functions are computed using
TF	 2 A2 e'(Oz-^i)	 (15)
12	 Al
Using these relationships a study of the effects of the damping assumptions
described above was performed and is described in the following section.
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1.3.4 Discussion of Results
The resonant frequencies of the three versions studied in this and the past
effort (Figure 1.3 -2) are -onipared in Figure 1.3-11. This figure illustrates
the density of resonant modes and the shape of the line is an index of
"dynamic flexibility." The first four resonant modes are mainly solar array,
most activity involving very little platform vibration and are common to all
modes. The reduction of four payloads to two on the 'T' bar eliminated four
modes between 0.235 Hz and 0.53 Hz, leaving more than one octave free of
resonances as a result. From 0.53 Hz to 0.8 Hz both new configurations are
more similar to each other than to the old version. But at 0.8 Hz the locus
of modes moves together to about 1.1 Hz. All versions show a gap from 1.15 to
1.42 Hz where no resonances exist.
Above 1.4 Hz the trailing arm version moves toward the old version. Above
2.5 Hz this representation of the SASP is not accurate and the high modes are
used only to obtain good mathematical coovergence.
Figure 1.3-11
COMPARISON OF MODAL DENSITY 	 VFF,219
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Frequency responses and transfer functions were calculated only for the short
T bar configuration (Figure 1.3-10). However, both the proportional and the
non-proportional damping cases were analyzed.
Figures 1.3-12 and -13 show the gain and phase response of Node 10 to a unit
torque at Node 10 for the proportional damping case. As was shown in the past
study, a substantial reduction of motion amplitude and a substantial smoothing
of phase/response is obtained with a relatively small amount of damping
(Tj = 0.1) compared to the untreated case ( ri = 0.001).
Transmission to other areas (such as Node 12) of the platform is greatly
reduced as illustrated by the elimination of all of the peaks shown in
Figure 1.3-14. The phase change characteristics, though more complicated, are
still smoothed by the added damping (Figure 1.3-15).
Figure 1.3-12
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Figure 1.3-13	
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Figure 1.3-15
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It often is not easy to accomplish a uniform proportional damping design in a
st...:rre such as the SASP for the reasons discussed above.	 therefore, the
-?Icr, as considered where only the SASP truss possessed a significant damping
pr;,Nerty (n = 0.1) and the solar ,arrays were left with the small value of
q = 0.001. Using the exact methods describes above, modal damping values were
calculated to gain an insight into the effectiveness of this damping approach.
As can be seen in Figure 1.3-16, many of the modes have low damping value but
quite a number have been raised to near 0.1, especially in the higher
frequ?ncies.
Corresponding frequency responses for this case are shown in Figures 1.3-17
through -20. In the case of Node 10 the phase relation between the applied
force and the foundation motion exhibits many of the same characteristics of
the rl = 0,1 uniform damping case w 4 th only an occasional small perturbation
in the phase and all of the significant spikes in the amplitude have been
reduced. At Node 12, the rEduction in response is nearly the same as the
0
uniform case except at five frequencies. In four of the five cases, howeve;-,
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Figure 1.3-16
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Figure 1.3-18
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Figure 1.3-20	 .^
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the reduction is substantial and the fifth is at a High enough frequency not
to be a problem.
Figures 1.3-21 through -23 compose the amplitudes of the frequency responses
for two proportional viscoelast;c damping values and the non-proportional
cafe for three transfer functions. The element loss facLor assurn '-d for each
SASP strut was >1 =
 0.1. Note that the non-proportional ana proportional case
with rj =
 0.1 shows similar characteristics. This indicates that the localized
strut dampers generated significant system damping.
1.3.5 Concl,isicns/Reconmendations
Tat'! 1.3-2 surnwarizes the dynamics :'ask conclusions and recommendations. The
second-ord q ; SASP configuratiun has been modeled including viscoelastic
damping for dynamic analysis. The modal frequencies and mode shapes (eigen-
vectors) have been calculated. The effectivity of including J3rt
SASP arm trusses was evaluated and s;9nificant system damping re
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Figure 1.3-21
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PLATFORM DYNAMICS ANALYSIS
CONCLUSIONS; RECOMMENDATIONS
n Vehicle Dynamic Model Defined Including Viscoelasticity
w Model Run on Computer and Frequencies and Transfer
Functions Availabl6 for Interpretation (Dynamics and
Controls)
n Transfer Functions Reviewed so far Indicate
Non-Proportional Damping Adds Significant System
Damping
a Further Detailed Analysis Required for Three-Arm
Configuration
a Further Controls Analysis Required to Define Closed-Loop
Characteristics
Jr
j
Further analysis is required to characterize the i-arm configuration dynamics
and the b9nefits of damping and the impacts of flexibility on pointing
performance need to be defined.
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Appendix B
ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
ACS Attitude Cont r ol	 Subsystem
AEPT Atmospheric Emissions Photometric
	
Imaging Experiment
AFSD Air Force Space Di,ision
AGS Advanced Gimbal	 System
APM Articulated Primary Mir-or
APS Auxiliary Pointing System
ASPS Annular Suspension Poirting System
AVS Annular Suspension Pointing System Vernier System
CCD Charge Coupled Device
CIRRUS Cryogenic	 Infrared Radiance Instrumentation for Shuttle
C.M. Center of Mass
CMG Control Moment Gyro
CRT Cathode Ray Tube
DEG Degree
ELIAS Earth Limb Infrared Atmosphere Structure
F Fahrenheit
FGS Fire Guidance Sensor
FOV Field-.of-View
GIRL German Infrared Laboratory
3
HRIS High Resolution Telescope and Spectrograph
Hz Hertz
IMC Image Motion Compensation
IOP In the Orbit Plane
IPS Instrument Pointing System
GIVA Intra Vehicle Activity
5.1
tM
kM Kilometers
kW Kilowatt
LOS Line-of-Sight
MIN Minute	 (angle)
MSFC Marshall	 Space Flight Center
MSP Manned Space Platform
N Newton
NASA National	 Aeronautics and Space Administration
PACS Pointing and Control	 Subsystem
PHM Position and Hold Mount
POP Perpendicular to the Orbit Plane
PS Power System
RMS Remote Manipulator System; Root Mean Square
SASP Science and Applications Space Platform
SEC Second (angle or time)
SIRTF Shuttle infrared Telesco pe Facility
SL Spacelab
SOT Solar Optical	 Telescope
SOUP Solar- Optical	 Universal	 Polarimeter
SP Space Platform
SPIE Society of Professional	 Instrumentation Engineers
SPIRE Shuttle Payload Integration and Rocket Experiments
TBD	 To Be Determined
VEM	 Viscoelastic Material
WINDSAT	 Wind Satellite
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